ECOBARROW
Hercules is proud to introduce a new range of Electric
Wheelbarrows, the ECOBARROW.
This new electric wheelbarrow is small enough to fit
into very confined spaces, yet powerful enough to
carry 120kg up a 12 degree slope.
This is a job even two strong men would have great
difficulty in achieving.
All wheels are pneumatic, so the Ecobarrow can be
used on virtually any surface.
When fully charged the motor can run for up to 2
hours on level ground, and naturally less on sloping
ground—depending on how steep the slope is.
Should longer run times be required, we can supply
additional snap in batteries.
The EWB 120G can achieve this through its advanced carbon brush hub motor which is extremely
efficient, and at the same time very quiet in its operation.
This eco friendly machine can be used manually without the need to use the motor. The Ecobarrow
freewheels when the motor is not in use. There is also a powerful disc brake ensuring safety when
descending steep slopes.
This unit comes as:
*
Standard with a powder coated steel 120 litre bucket (EWB-120G).

Option of a120 litre plastic bucket (EWB-120P).

Option of a 120 litre flatbed tray (EWB120T).

Flatbed tray dimension is 120 mm high, 930-980 mm in length and 700-800 mm in width.

This long flat tray with removable sides allows a larger object to be carried.
SPECIFICATIONS
Max Load Capacity
Max Speed (Full Load)
Max Slope
Dimensions

EWB-120G / EWB-120P / EWB-120T
(kg)

120

(km/h)

3.5

(Degrees)

12

(L, W, H) (mm)

1400/770/920

Charging Time

(Hrs)

6-10

Run Time Per Full Charge

(Hrs)

Up to 2hrs continuous on level ground

Weight of main Structure and steel Tray
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